UW High Bay

University of Wyoming’s High Bay Research Facility [Photo 1] is truly one-of-a-kind—no other
laboratories with its capabilities exist. Housing unique experiments, it features a porous materials
research lab, the ability to run 10 CT scanners in parallel (typically only one or two CT scans are
present in any given zip code), and a strong floor and strong wall system with 10-ton crane to
test materials (concrete, rebar, I-beams, etc.) using a hydraulic ram. This nearly 90,000 SF
facility is a flexibly-configured geo-petroleum engineering research laboratory building,
conceived and built to accommodate large-scale experiment configurations in a semi-industrial
setting that provides the infrastructure necessary for future expansion in a modular fashion. Other
parts of the facility are designed to house smaller laboratories, offices (walled and open spaces),
and conference rooms. The flexible labs have state-of-the-art energy-efficient heating and
ventilating systems; plumbing with appropriate sand, oil, and similar traps; compressed air;
expandable electrical service; and fiber optic connectivity. The building acquires its name from
the high ceilings—or “high bay”—spaces which can accommodate varying and evolving
research needs. UW’s high bay space ranges from 24.5 feet to 28 feet [Photo 2].

A project this complex was not built without its challenges. Approximately 40% of the way
through the project, one of the doctors that would be using the labs discovered that, as designed,
the electrical output would be insufficient to power his ovens. To remedy this, the team worked
together to add 2 megawatts of power. Undertaking this massive effort this far along in the
project was inopportune, to say the least. Production halted while the team devised a plan and
ordered the additional equipment necessary. The newly poured concrete floors had to be cut into
in order to install extra EMI (electromagnetic interference) shielding consisting of lead and
aluminum lining. The space also required additional cooling capacity because of the additional
heat generated. We utilized our in-house Virtual Design & Construction Department to model
underground electrical banks [Photo 3], running the large trenches as far as possible from
sensitive equipment. Because of the increased loads, the existing electrical rooms (the ones we
had just built) weren’t big enough to house the new panels that were required for the increased
load, so a new exterior addition was designed. The extra work—coordination, design, and
construction—resulted in a three-month schedule delay and a respective three-month extension.

In strategizing to complete the work as quickly and efficiently as possible, one of the solutions
was to run the electrical in the opposite order we normally would—essentially, backwards, from
the outlet to the main electrical room—enabling us to install the main gear last. This was key
because we had to order that gear and wait for its arrival. Thanks to the amazing efforts by, and
coordination between, the design team, subconsultants, subcontractors, and general contractor, as
well as the use of pull scheduling, we finished two weeks ahead of the revised schedule, despite
the massive change.

Multiple aspects of constructing this project used innovative techniques. The required EMI
shielding presents one noteworthy element. Samples imaged through the CT scanner are prepped
on the first floor, then lifted via a vertical positioning system through a hole in the ceiling where
they are then scanned (vertically or horizontally) on the second floor. Because the CT scanners
are located on the second story, EMI shielding is required not only in the ceiling and walls, but
also in the floor, all penetrations, and conduits. To accomplish this, we utilized a composite deck
system, sandwiching the lead between two layers of concrete. Another unusual construction
component is the structural testing system. The strong floor is 90’x32’x3’ with 244
“DWYIDAGs” (or anchor points) encapsulated in 10,000 psi concrete. The DYWIDAG embeds
are on a 2’ and 4’ on-center grid throughout the floor. The strong wall is 15’x3’x22’ with #8 and
#9 rebar 6” on-center [Photo 4]. The wall was placed with a self-consolidated 10,000 psi
concrete mix. The strong wall footing is 90’ x 6’ and 8’ deep with #9 cage rebar.

This facility accommodates two very distinct, different, and demanding functions, requiring
special attention to both the design and construction of the building. The “High Bay” portion of
the facility will house the University’s Structural Testing Lab which tests building components
to their breaking point in order to analyze the results. By nature this can be a loud, and
sometimes forceful, process generating significant amounts of noise, dust, and vibration. Yet
within the same building, extraordinarily sensitive research equipment must operate free from
these conditions.

The research area is composed of ten full-sized Computed Tomography (CT) scanners which run
experiments having durations measured in months. This portion of the facility required radiation

shielding to ensure the safe continuous operation of the units. This area houses a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) with extreme sensitivity to vibration. The TEM unit requires a
shielded enclosure of ¼” thick plate aluminum to guard against electromagnetic interference and
vibration isolation from the surrounding floor slab.

The solution to housing these two very different functions within one structure was to separate
them into wings, each with their own independent structural systems. The wings are connected
by a day-lit central atrium acting as a common space between the functions [Photo 5]. This area
not only connects the floor levels and wings of the structure, but also brings together the
researchers to promote collaborative thinking and interaction between the disciplines [Photos 6
& 7].

This project team raised the bar in its safety planning, and in fact, was recognized with both ENR
Mountain States’ 2017 Excellence in Safety Award and Haselden’s coveted HEISA (Haselden
Excellence in Safety Award). The team achieved these well-deserved accolades through several
significant endeavors. Instead of a standard, temporary tie-off system for fall protection, we
installed a permanent roof tie-off system that remained in place after completion of construction
and is now utilized for building maintenance of air handler systems, etc. The team also took a
proactive approach to secure the holes that allow the transfer of materials from the prep area on
the first floor to the CT scanners on the second floor. While the construction team had a plan in
place to address these during building, the design didn’t provide for any type of covers for the
holes after facility occupation. The team immediately recognized the potential danger as the
holes were large enough for a small person to fall through or become entrapped in, or for an
object to fall through and harm a person below. Haselden built convenient and highly visible
covers for the holes that ensured end-user safety, and did so free of charge to the owner [Photo
8]. To encourage site safety, the team pushed our “I Got Your 6” program, rewarding workers
for awareness and corrective action to work in a safer manner. To motivate people to nominate
coworkers, the team placed coffee cans at weekly sub meetings and the superintendent’s trailer,
making it easy for people to submit their nominations (as opposed to having to make a special
trip). This increased nominations significantly! They also began giving instant prizes (t-shirts,
tools, and gift cards) bi-weekly to nominees and people who made great safety suggestions, in

addition to entering them into the main “I Got Your 6” program. Another major safety
accomplishment on this site was that Haselden prompted 12 subcontractors to commit to the
OSHA SHARP program (Safety and Health Achievement Recognition Program). With a total of
34,104 hours worked, we had zero lost time and zero recordable incidents.

From a community and scientific research perspective, this project elevates the University’s
status and capabilities tremendously. Initial research programs include the Center of Innovation
for Flow in Porous Media, improved oil recovery, geomechanics, and structural engineering.
Having a state-of-the-art research facility helps the University attract top-tier students and staff
members which also contributes to scientific advancement. The facility is a resource shared
among UW’s School of Energy Resources, the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences,
and the Department of Geology and Geophysics. It enables the University to conduct and expand
their various niche areas of research by providing sufficient space, capacity, and state-of-the-art
equipment. It has been designed to be easily reconfigurable and expanded as different areas of
study grow or dissemble over time. Haselden was able to bring this project in both early and
under budget. Though our contract was extended by three months due to the extra electrical
scope added by the owner, we were able to bring turn the project over two weeks ahead of
schedule. We also returned over half a million dollars in GMP savings to the owner at the end of
the project. Matt Newman, UW Associate Director of Facilities Planning, stated, “You know you
have hired the right team when you come out of such a challenging project wanting to do it
again. I am very proud of the project we delivered to the University and the State of Wyoming.
Thank you Haselden!”
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